
 
 

Recruiting: Full Time Obstetrician & Gynecologist 
 
Who: OB/GYN with strong interest in doing gynecological surgeries and who has an independent CPSO licence wanted. 
Awesome people preferred! 
 
What: A minimum of 1 OR day per week will allow you to care for your patients in a timely fashion. The OR is a well-oiled 
machine, so downtime is sparse and cases completed in one day can be plentiful. Complimentary cysto clinic space will also 
be offered within the hospital.  
 
Your delivering moms and newborns will be in excellent hands with our knowledgeable staff. With 900 babies born per 
year, deliveries are primarily done by our team of 4 OB/GYNs (you’d make #5!). Our local midwives and GPs who deliver are 
an integral part of the team, our engaged group of pediatricians are always eager to assist with risky deliveries, and our RTs 
are fantastic. The OR located right beside the nursery allows for smooth and less stressful c-sections when things don’t go 
as planned.  
 
Where: Located waaay down at the southern tip of Ontario, we aren’t called the banana belt of Canada for nothin’. We 
ranked 27th best in all of Canada by the prestigious McLean’s Magazine—so even if you don’t trust us yet, they’re a solid 
source of information. 
 
When: Ready when you are!  
 
But Wait…Show me the Money!  
Referrals will flow easily—you’ll be advertised (no charge) via the local news agencies, celebrated at the Family Medicine 
department meeting, and added to all GP office referral listings.  
 
On top of your FFS billings, all call is eligible for $442.39 HOCC payments made directly to you. Hospital call can be taken 
from home, provided you can get here in about 20 minutes (sometimes babies are impatient and moving quickly is 
important!). Call will be shared equally amongst all OB/GYNs. Don't fret, newbies won't be given all of the weekends and 
holidays--sharing is caring! 
 
There are endless ways to supplement your typical practice. Earn some extra dough by becoming an Adjunct Professor with 
Western University and teach the next generation of medical students and residents your craft. Passionate about surgical 
procedures? Surgical Assist anytime and keep all of the FFS billings. Willing to provide CPSO supervision for a colleague with 
a restricted licence? CKHA will compensate you $250/month for your assistance. 
 
You’ll also have access to Green Shield Canada health and dental group benefits and complementary EAP counseling for 
your entire family. Generous financial recruitment incentives ($$$) are currently being offered for fulltime recruits. 
Relocation and spousal employment assistance will be gladly provided. From finding housing, clinic space, childcare or even 
a soccer league for your kids, you won’t be alone. Being 75 minutes from Detroit’s international airport and 3 hours from 
Toronto’s YYZ (with Windsor, London, Hamilton, & Kitchener options in between) equals easy travel.  
 
Plus, the cost of living here is lower than most areas, so you get to keep more of what you earn. For example, reserved 
parking only steps from the hospital is available to all of our physicians. When bigger centers charge over $300, we are 
proud that this VIP parking is only $40/month. Compare what $600,000 can get you in Chatham vs other cities on 
www.realtor.ca to see what standard of living you will enjoy here.  
 
To Apply: You have nothing to lose! Email your CV to Jenn Chapple, Medical Affairs Specialist at jchapple@ckha.on.ca 
and let’s get the conversation started. For updates on all of our schenanigans, please follow our Facebook or Instagram 
@ckhadocs! 
 
The Fine Print: All job offers will require compliance with our COVID-19 Vaccination Policy for proof of full vaccination 
unless provided with a medical exemption or an accommodation under the Ontario Human Rights Code. 

http://www.realtor.ca/

